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INTRODUCTION:

RESULTS:

There is limited literature regarding the use of a
dedicated questionnaire to assess the outcome
of spinal deformity correction in patients with
neuromuscular scoliosis. A multidisciplinary
steering group were instrumental in designing
an outcome questionnaire in our unit for use in
patients with Cerebral Palsy (CP) and Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy (DMD).

Between 2001 and 2011, 20 patients with NMS were treated with posterior
segmental screw fixation - 10 with (CP) and 10 with (DMD). A total of 17/20
(85%) carers responded - 9/10 patients with CP and 8/10 with DMD.
At final follow-up (mean f/u 6.4 years (range 2-10), the parameters that
improved in both groups were sitting posture (p = 0.01), eating and drinking
and reflux (p= 0.33)
With mobility and transferring, and washing and dressing, there was no
difference before or after the operation for both CP and DMD patients (p =
1.00) and the same happened with arm use (CP p=0.75, DMD p=0.81).
Head control (p= 0.41) and breathing (DMD p=0.28, CP p=0.62), improved in
DMD patients only whilst pain improved in CP patients (p = 0.17).
Post-operatively, there was 1 patient with superficial wound infection.

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study was to assess the
quality of life (QOL) in patients with
neuromuscular scoliosis following spinal
surgery using the newly devised Nottingham
Questionnaire for Neuromuscular scoliosis
(NQNMS) with particular reference to CP
and DMD patients.

CP

METHODS:
Our questionnaire was developed by the
steering committee and granted ethical
approval. The parameters assessed include
sitting posture/balance, arm use, head
control, breathing, chest infections, pain,
eating, drinking, reflux, mobility, transferring,
washing, dressing, daily living, and skin
integrity before and after surgery. All answers
were given by the carers, parents or patients.
Statistical analysis was performed using the
SPSS 17 and statistical significance was set
at p=0.5

CP

DISCUSSION:
The assessment of QOL in spinal surgery is very important (1) especially in
patients with CP and DMD (2). The assessment of patients with
neuromuscular scoliosis (NS) is often more difficult since they are wheelchair
bound and relies on the responses of parents / carers (3). Based on these
principles the NQNMS is a questionnaire that focuses on QOL of NS patients
seeking answers from parents / carers and provides surgeons and nurse
specialists with a tool too assess their work

CONCLUSION:

DMD

Our questionnaire is simple and easy to use for the assessment of QOL in
CP and DMD patients and had a good response rate (85%). Our study
shows that spinal stabilization does improve QOL through improvements in
sitting posture, breathing, reflux, mobility and transfer, washing, dressing and
arm use. Validation of the questionnaire in a larger group of patients is under
way.
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